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About This Video

World 1-1 is an independent documentary on the early history of video games. The personalities of the pioneers, the creations
of the engineers, and the challenges, technology and business deals. See the games and hear the stories from the creators

themselves. This is the story of how Atari helped create the games industry years before it should have happened. World 1-1
follows the lucky deals and unfortunate mistakes that almost destroyed the entire industry just as quickly as it was born.

Director: Daryl Rodriguez & Jeanette Garcia
Producer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Writer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Featuring: Howard Scott Warshaw, Nolan Bushnell, Colin Moriarty, Patrick Scott Patterson, David Crane, Al Alcorn, Warren
Robinett, Dona Bailey, and many other pioneers from the earliest days of the video game industry.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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This is a very low effort ripoff of Galaga/Space Invaders. There's a little upgrade path but it doesn't do much.

You can play these kinds of games for free in a web browser lately. Why pay for it?. Pros
Good Graphics
Track editor
Tons of different clothing options
Bike customization
Sponsor specific decals
Career mode is fun, based off the 2018 season

Cons
The flow on some tracks feel just quickly made with no rythm
The steering can be clunky
Cloths and bike parts are crazy expensive
Money is hard to make
No tricks or stunts ( I know its supercross but still )
Whips are stiff and weird

22 hours into the game. I'm glad i bought it.

. Update 9\/9\/2015
Thanks to @Anonymous2012 for commenting and bringing to my attention that this game is being canceled to start a new
project.

Seriously.

Also, it seems that Fivang was allowed to remove the game from early access and it's now listed as a finished product?

Steam really needs to get their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665together. The fact that this "developer" has backed off
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this project now twice, thinks they will go onto a new project, and is saying this is a finished project is beyond comprehension.

Fivang should be blacklisted from Steam. This is a joke.

Update:
So I went back to check in on Quest Event again since the vocal minority decided to question this review.

Let me preface this by saying, at the time of the Original Review there was no gameplay. A developer that abandoned the
project 2 years before hitting steam. And is now adding content.

So with that said, I stand by my original review. This game is still way to early in any shape or form of development to be on
Steam or the Early Access program.

Adding an additional zone and implementing skills that seem to have no point (Woodcutting, Firemaking?) then using them as a
means to start a new quest makes no sense.

The developer removed the original highly offensive One Hour timer to start the Bandit Quest 2 and replaced it with an equally
impossible challenge. Get firemaking to level 15. Now I lit every fire I could find and was level 5. I'm assuming that these fires
will go out eventually. However, I don't plan to find out.

This is still a joke and should be free. If the developer actually wanted to make a game via Early Access then they should do that
without charging.

******************************************************************************************************
*************

First, Don't purchase this game. Read this review then continue to not purchase it.

So I purchased this piece of garbage yesterday on steam. Quest Event is an RPGmaker "game" with no original assets and a
funny story to go along with it.

I tend not to look into the games to deeply before hand, considering I want to review them without any real background of it.

I generally don't play RPGmaker games but considering only one other game had come out which unfortunately is local
multiplayer, I opted to check out this one to do a new review.

After installing the game it didn't launch. Couldn't find an executable. Awesome start. So I check the forums to find someone
had already broken down the back story of this "game".

They had gone to the website and found the game was said to have been canceled in 2013...
They also found that there hadn't been an update on the greenlight page or their website since the same time.

Now, fast forward to this morning.

I log into steam to check out if the developer had mentioned anything. Nope.
Instead, he had deleted all the negative comments and questions.

Then someone posted them again and they were then moved to the "other" page.

The developer did respond saying that "Since it was greenlit they decided to charge 4.99 then 14.99 on release." Now this is a
game that hasn't been looked at since 2013. How do I know? Because the developer also announced that he uploaded the new
game files so the game would work. OH JOY! So I just got done checking it out. This build of the game is the exact same build
that was added to the greenlight page almost 18 months ago.
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Cool story, so you're charging for something that is dead. Neat, thanks for that Steam.

Now the best part is. I played it. It's a short tutorial. A couple quests and shops. Then you get to a woman and she says to come
back in an hour. ITS A LITERAL HOUR! A timer shows up at the top of the screen, counting down, in real time...Seriously, an
actual hour.

I think that sums it up.

Don't buy this. Tell your friends not to but this. Don't buy whatever next game they think they're going to make.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/X1HhLykWWWw

For more Reviews check out http:\/\/www.EarlyAccessMedia.com, http:\/\/www.EarlyAccessPodcast.com and 
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/EarlyAccessPodcast. Visually the game looks good but I have to ask..

Where is the blood? FUMBBL's java client has more blood than this. It doesn't matter in the end but it would be a nice quality
of life thing along with pitch wear and tear and some other visuals.

Other than that, the game seems alright. Every race is in now except Chaos Pact I think.. One of Artifex Mundi's simpler games,
very linear, but not in a railroad-y fashion. The puzzles are a mix of new challenges and old favourites common across this sort
of point-and-click game. Highly recommended for children, and those wanting a bit of mindless fun
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I can't count the number of months I must of spent playing this game in it's first release. The over-arching philosophically
challenging story with gameplay that revolutionized the platforming game industry makes this game not only my #1 game of all
time, but that of a lifechanging experience I truly believe will never be matched again.

If you need anymore convincing whether this game is worth the incredibly cheap price, just to let you know, I met my husband
over this game.

An easy 10/10, for the greatest game I've ever played and most likely will ever play.. I loved the suspense of this game, which
kept me engaged for hours at a time. But I really didn't like the ending. Is there a sequel or was it planned this way. All in all it is
worth playing. I would recommend it and have already.. This game really is something different. It's a football simulation, but it
also isn't. And it's a life simulator... But also isn't. It's a bit difficult to describe this game. The football side is not as overly
detailed as Football Manager for instance, but then again, that would take the fun out. Here, you aren't just constantly looking at
numbers. Not to say that the life simulation is all that. It's not on the level of The Sims. It is what it is. It's just... Different.
Fresh. It's not for everyone, but I certainly enjoy it. Even though it might not be the best in either of the two genres it tries to
combine. For instance, I see people complaining about how managing all the addictions isn't easy. But it isn't supposed to be.
They're supposed to be humans, not mindless drones. The best moments in this game are when you just let loose a little bit.
Sure, my main striker was staying out late pretty much every evening, not showing up for practice, starting conga lines in the
streets or sleeping on the sidewalk. But he kept banging in goals and ended as the league's top scorer. So who am I to judge? I
hope this game gets a sequel. Because there certainly is enough to improve on. But this game is also one with great potential to
build upon.. This Game is so much fun. Its defimitly worth the 7 dollars
. this game really pisses me off
had it on mobile about 2-3 years ago but then i decided to buy it on PC because, well, why not. still a really fun
roguelike/dungeon game. Amazing Game

Still on my way to finish the game with a hardcore charakter but its gonna be a while

There are some unfair parts, balancing issues and minor bugs but nothing breaks the flow or the enjoyment.

Solid experience from start to finish. The Wizards Pen is a decent little puzzle game. However, it would be more enjoyable with
music in the background. It is definately a game that I would play in small amounts. It does have a lot of content and different
kinds of puzzles. I had an issue with fullscreen play and resolution being so off I couldn't see the whole screen with now way to
edit that. I had to play in windowed mode witch made some of my puzzles hard to play. Overall it was a nice game for casual
play.. very good game. Just the worst, I hate it I really do. I would write a long description of why the game sucks but the game
is so boring it took all the energy out of me.
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